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_It is hard to believe that this is only our second Tectonics Glasgow 
as the support and engagement the festival has received from 
audiences has been remarkable. This year another night has been 
added (at St Andrew’s in the Square) which encapsulates the spirit 
of Tectonics: Scotland-based artists, international guests and the 
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra perform as broad a series of works  
and sound-worlds that you are likely to hear anywhere.

_Following last year’s visit by the incomparable Alvin Lucier, 
Tectonics Glasgow 2014 welcomes three more pioneering and 
towering figures: Christian Wolff, David Behrman and Takehisa 
Kosugi. Christian is 80 this year but is as youthful as ever and still 
writes some of the most challenging and experimental music around. 
Behrman has four works in the festival - a new orchestral piece, a 
classic electro-acoustic work for guitar pickups and piano, and two 
superimposed works for solo and an instrumental ensemble. Kosugi, 
the music director of the Merce Cunningham Dance Company and  
a legendary performer, will perform both a rare solo set and a duo  
with Sonic Youth’s guitarist and champion of experimental exploration,  
Thurston Moore.

_Space and location are an important consideration for us, and many  
site-specific works are being specially devised by the artists : 
the Edinburgh duo Usurper, the Glasgow-based female band 
Muscles of Joy and Richard Youngs are all creating works for the Old 
Fruitmarket; Sarah Kenchington will fill the Recital Room with 
weird and wonderful musical instruments; James Weeks’s Radical  
Road for the Glasgow Chamber Choir and the Glasgow University 
Chapel Choir will use the foyer areas of the building ; and the 
beautiful surroundings of St Andrew’s in the Square will be exploited  
in the opening night’s tryst of new music. There’s also a strong vocal 
presence this year, from EXAUDI’s performances with the BBC 
SSO to a solo set from Richard Youngs.

_A British experimentalist strand runs through the festival, with 
the composers Finnissy, Fox, Saunders, Priestley and Clapperton 
all contributing work, while there are World Premieres of BBC 
Commissions from Georg Friedrich Haas, Klaus Lang and John Oswald.

_Late-night on Saturday promises an adventure into noise and 
searing beauty with the recently formed duo of Thurston Moore 
and Brighton-based Dylan Nyoukis, and the return to Scotland of 
the mesmeric Cindytalk. Cindytalk have been exploring the further 
reaches of song and deconstructed electronics for over 30 years and 
this will be the first time in as many years that they have played in 
Scotland.

Join us for Round 2 of these investigations into the sublime...

ilan Volkov and alasdair Campbell curators 
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The majority of performances will be recorded for  
future broadcast on BBC Radio 3   

Alasdair Campbell /AC Projects acknowledges the support  
of Creative Scotland and the PRS for Music Foundation



_Sarah Kenchington builds her mechanical instruments from discarded 
materials. Bicycle spokes, typewriters, the inner tubes of tractor tyres are 
combined to create unique musical machines which emit a discordant 
array of moans, squeaks and chimes. Kenchington’s work offers a 
contemporary manifestation of a long history of the artist giving birth 
to machines (from Leonardo da Vinci, through to Heath Robinson, 
Jean Tinguely and Michael Landy), yet her machines are anything but 
automata, remaining fundamentally dependent on an interaction with 
the human to come to life. 

Sounds from the Farmyard
“This installation is a retrospective of musical instrument inventions 
and adaptations made on Claylands farm over the past ten years. 
Works range from simple and temporary assemblages to elaborate 
mechanical constructions. The audience will be free to play the 
instruments, creating an ongoing collaborative soundscape.”
Sarah Kenchington

Photo above: Dummy Jim concert, Dovecot Studios, by Gudmund Aarseth
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Sunday 11 May from 14.00 

PERFORMANCES 

Saturday at 19.30 

Sunday at 18.30



18.30 – 19.00 
st andrew’s in the square

meet tHe artists
Join ilan Volkov, co-curator of Tectonics Glasgow, as he discusses the 
forthcoming three-day festival, along with artists and guests including 
Christian wolff, richard youngs, John Oswald and Catherine lamb. 

Free to Friday Night ticket-holders.  

19.30 – c.23.00  
OPeninG niGHt COnCert 

st andrew’s in the square 
Tectonics Glasgow 2014 opens with an evening of short pieces that 
encompass composition, collaboration, improvisation and movement. 
Featuring many of the weekend’s composers and performers and  

special guests. Produced by AC Projects with the BBC SSO.

Part 1

Bill wells1 and members of the  
BBC scottish symphony Orchestra

Scotland’s jazz iconoclast opens the festival with a new arrangement 
of his recent work, Summer Dreams, commissioned by AC Projects 
for the Otoasobi Project, and here accompanied by players from the 
BBC SSO and his fellow National Jazz Trio of Scotland collaborator  

Aby Vulliamy2.

klaus lang3

The Austrian composer and performer with an extract from Ugly House, 
his solo work for harmonium. 

Jer reid4 and solène weinachter4  
[Collective endeavours]

‘Fracking’. The performer and composer continues his work with 
dancer Solène Weinachter (as Collective Endeavours) in co-creating 

this new dance/music piece.

Pile of Fourths with Pitchbends
A simultaneous performance of two works by David Behrman with 
members of the BBC SSO, together with Catherine Lamb5, Marcus 

Weiss6, Bill Wells and Aby Vulliamy.

weiss plays tenney
Virtuoso saxophonist Marcus Weiss plays Saxony by James Tenney.

Day 1
FriDay 09 May  CONCERTS  

Interval 

Part 2

Christian Wolff 7 
The composer, who turns 80 this year, playing a selection from his  

Keyboard Miscellany.

Richard Youngs8 – solo voice 
A special solo vocal set from one of music’s remarkable forces. Youngs 
says: “Singing unaccompanied started as a self-imposed challenge. 
Over the years it has become part of what I do. Whether I am on my 
own or in front of an audience, I like to sing. This Tectonics slot will be 

a short, sharp distillation of my music for solo voice”.

Catherine Lamb and Klaus Lang
The composers take to the stage of St Andrew’s in the Square with music 

for viola and harmonium. 

Vernon and Burns9

Once described as “two BBC staffers having a bit of fun with tapes from 
the radio archive”, Vernon and Burns will produce a new radiophonic 
work which seamlessly incorporates a number of apparently disjunctive 
sounds, such as Sri Lankan insect recordings, motorway Dictaphone 

tapes and learn-to-type rhythm records, into an enigmatic narrative. 

ANAKANAK10

Anneke Kampman’s new work poses questions around probability, 
neuroscience and philosophy of mind, applying mathematics to tape, 

analogue synthesisers and sequencers. 

Thurston Moore11 and Takehisa Kosugi12

The evening ends with a collaboration between Thurston Moore and 
the Japanese composer and violinist Takehisa Kosugi, a relationship first 

heard on Sonic Youth’s album SYR4: Goodbye 20th Century. 

Please note that tickets for Friday night event are available separately 
from the Saturday/Sunday concerts.
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Photos (Friday)
1/ Bill Wells
2/ Aby Vulliamy
3/ Klaus Lang
4/ Jer Reid & 
Solène Weinachter
5/ Catherine Lamb

6/ Marcus Weiss
7/ Christian Wolff
8/ Richard Youngs
9/ Vernon and Burns
10/ Anneke Kampman
11/ Thurston Moore
12/ Takehisa Kosugi



17.30 
Grand Hall, City Halls

OrCHestral COnCert 1 

The first orchestral concert kicks off with BBC Commissions from 
three major figures in contemporary music: the American composer 
and artist David Behrman, ‘plunderphonist’ John Oswald1, and 
the European spectralist Georg Friedrich Haas2. Haas’s saxophone 
concerto finds its perfect exponent in Marcus Weiss, while Christian 
Wolff ’s work from 2000, Ordinary Matter, is performed in its version 

for reduced ensemble.

david Behrman 
How we Got Here     

BBC Commission, World Premiere

John Oswald 
i’d love to turn 

BBC Commission, World Premiere       

Christian wolff 
Ordinary matter, version for two orchestras* 

interval

Georg Friedrich Haas 
saxophone Concerto   

UK Premiere

Georg Friedrich Haas 
Concerto Grosso no.2 for ensemble and orchestra   

BBC Commission, World Premiere 

marcus weiss saxophone
James weeks second conductor*

ilan Volkov conductor 
BBC scottish symphony Orchestra

19.30
Foyer and recital room, City Halls

saraH kenCHinGtOn  

Performance of Sarah Kenchington’s new installation for Tectonics  
Glasgow, with Glasgow-based musician and composer Daniel Padden.

c.20.30
Old Fruitmarket

musCles OF JOy 

Blurring the boundaries of visual art, music, poetry and any other 
cultural reference point available, the all-female quintet Muscles of 

Joy perform in the Old Fruitmarket. 

In their own words: 
“We will be melodic and repetitious, in harmony.  

There may be a leader. BUT THEN WE WILL BE spontaneous, 
emotional, dynamic, messier and FREE”.

Day 2
SaTUrDay 10 May CONCERTS  

c.21.30
Grand Hall, City Halls

wOlFF/BeHrman 
with david Behrman, takehisa kosugi, 

s.l.Á.t.u.r, ilan Volkov  
and Christian wolff

David Behrman3 and Christian Wolff 4 join other Tectonics composers  
in performances of two of their most iconic works: Wolff ’s For 
One Two or Three People is his first great exercise in indeterminacy 
and is preceded with a work for metal percussion and voice(s); 
while Berhman’s Wavetrain from 1966 uses feedback to explore the 

resonances of a grand piano.

Christian wolff  
metal & Breath    

Christian wolff  
For One, two or three People

david Behrman 
wavetrain 

c.22.30– c.24.00 
Old Fruitmarket

late GiG 
with Cindytalk, Thurston moore  

and dylan nyoukis

Scottish band Cindytalk5 have been making music for nearly 
30 years. They open the final g ig of Saturday night by filling 
the Old Fruitmarket with their own blend of “Ambi-dustrial” 
music. Sonic Youth’s frontman Thurston Moore on guitar is then 
joined for a set with Chocolate Monk label founder and all round 

experimental noise-maker Dylan Nyoukis6.

 

Photos (Saturday)
1/ John Oswald
2/ Georg Friedrich Haas ©Universal Edition, Erich Marinitsch
3/ David Behrman
4/ Christian Wolff
5/ Cindytalk
6/ Dylan Nyoukis
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and artist David Behrman, ‘plunderphonist’ John Oswald1, and 
the European spectralist Georg Friedrich Haas2. Haas’s saxophone 
concerto finds its perfect exponent in Marcus Weiss, while Christian 
Wolff ’s work from 2000, Ordinary Matter, is performed in its version 
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Georg Friedrich Haas 
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UK Premiere

Georg Friedrich Haas 
Concerto Grosso no.2 for ensemble and orchestra   

BBC Commission, World Premiere 
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James weeks second conductor*

ilan Volkov conductor 
BBC scottish symphony Orchestra

19.30
Foyer and recital room, City Halls

saraH kenCHinGtOn  

Performance of Sarah Kenchington’s new installation for Tectonics  
Glasgow, with Glasgow-based musician and composer Daniel Padden.

c.20.30
Old Fruitmarket

musCles OF JOy 

Blurring the boundaries of visual art, music, poetry and any other 
cultural reference point available, the all-female quintet Muscles of 

Joy perform in the Old Fruitmarket. 

In their own words: 
“We will be melodic and repetitious, in harmony.  

There may be a leader. BUT THEN WE WILL BE spontaneous, 
emotional, dynamic, messier and FREE”.

saturday and sunday Pass: 
£24/£16 (concession)
Only aVailaBle until Friday 2 may 2014 
A limited number of advance festival passes are available for entry 
across Saturday and Sunday of the festival. This pass allows entry 
to all events across the two days and is the best way to save money. 
Passes are limited and are only available to buy until Friday 2 May. 
No refunds are available for partial use. Subject to availability.  

Friday tiCket:   
£12.50/£8.50 (concession)
Due to limited capacity a separate ticket is required for entry to the 
Friday Night events at St Andrew’s in the Square. It is not available 
as part of a discounted pass. 

saturday or sunday day tiCket: £15/£10 (concession)
Day tickets allow access to all events on either Saturday or Sunday. 
It is not possible to book for individual performances in the festival. 

HOw tO BOOk
Online at: bbc.co.uk/bbcsso
By phone: 0141-353 8000

In person: City Halls Box Office 
Candleriggs, Glasgow G1 1nQ or  
from the Glasgow royal Concert Hall 
Box Office

Subject to availability, tickets for St Andrew’s in the Square may 
also be available at the door on the day of performance, from 18.00.
Concessions are available to students, unemployed and registered 
disabled only. Proof of status necessary.    

*Venue Booking Fees: A transaction charge of £1 applies to all online 
booking and £1.50 for all phone bookings.              

GettinG tO tHe Venues
City Halls & the Old Fruitmarket  are situated at the heart 
of the Merchant City at the north end of Candleriggs between 
Trongate and Ingram Street. It is within easy walking distance 
of Arg yle Street, Queen Street, High Street and Central railway 
stations as well as St. Enoch and Buchanan Street subway stations.  
Buchanan Bus Station is a 15 minute walk away. 

All entrances at City Halls are fully accessible with lifts to every 
level of the auditorium. Wheelchairs are available on request and 
can be pre-booked via the box office. Guide dogs are welcome at 
City Halls.

st andrew’s in the square is located in St Andrew’s Square, near 
Glasgow Cross and Glasgow Green, on the edge of the City’s East 
End, and 10 minutes from City Halls. Disabled access is via a lift from 
the restaurant which also has disabled toilet facilities.  
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Photos (Saturday)
1/ John Oswald
2/ Georg Friedrich Haas ©Universal Edition, Erich Marinitsch
3/ David Behrman
4/ Christian Wolff
5/ Cindytalk
6/ Dylan Nyoukis

Photos (Sunday)
1/ Áki Ásgeirsson
2/ Guðmundur Steinn Gunnarsson
3/ Ingi Garðar Erlendsson
4/ Þráinn Hjálmarsson by Dagur Gunnarsson
5/ Jesper Pedersen
6/ Bergrún Snæbjörnsdóttir
7/ Páll Ivan frá Eiðum
8/ Kristín Þóra Haraldsdóttir
9/ James Clapperton by Arild J Waagbo
10/ Michael Finnissy
11/ Catherine Lamb
12/ Klaus Lang



15.00 
Old Fruitmarket

usurPer 

To open Day 3 of Tectonics, Usurper (Malcy Duff and Ali Robertson 
with Sacha Kahir, Fiona Kennedy, Luke Poot and Norman Shaw) invite 
you to join them for an early tea. On today’s menu: improvisation, 

inertia, detritus, trickery and mouth(s) watering (for) desserts.
“Slow motion is destroying everything. 

Usurper will perform in ‘real time’”.

c.16.00
Old Fruitmarket

s.l.Á.t.u.r.  

S.L.Á.T.U.R. is a composer collective based in Reykjavík and will 
perform a number of new works in this concert. Formed in 2005, its 
members have experimented with animated notation using computer 
graphics, interactivity, performance art and the development of 
limited and isolated musical universes. The members share ideas and 
methods freely while the final products are usually independent efforts. 
Members taking part at this performance will be: Áki Ásgeirsson, 
Bergrún Snæbjörnsdóttir, Guðmundur Steinn Gunnarsson, Ingi 
Garðar Erlendsson, Kristín Þóra Haraldsdóttir, Páll Ivan frá Eiðum, 

and Þráinn Hjálmarsson.

c.17.00
Grand Hall, City Halls

eXaudi 

Leading UK contemporary vocal ensemble EXAUDI is committed 
to performing the most challenging and exciting new music: Christopher 
Fox’s Preluding, dedicated to Tippett, instructs the performers to sing 
‘like a gale’; Assigned#3 is part of James Saunders’ modular composition 
project #[unassigned], first performed in Edinburgh in 2007 and makes 
use of cups and tissue paper; Amber Priestley’s Floors… is based on a 
Shel Silverstein poem about an abandoned house; and there are three 
choral works by Christian Wolff including his first set of madrigals from 
the 1950s, and those set to poems by the American poet John Ashbery 

written specifically for EXAUDI.

Christopher Fox   
Preluding    

Christian wolff   
evening shade

James saunders  
assigned #3

Christian wolff   
madrigals

amber Priestley   
Floors are Flowers, take a few

Christian wolff  
ashbery madrigals

Cassandra miller  
Guide

James weeks conductor

c.18.00 
Foyer, City Halls

radiCal rOad

Inspired by the name of a track paved by unemployed weavers around 
Salisbury Crags in Edinburgh’s Holyrood Park, Radical Road is 
about revolution, social justice and equality. Using texts by Thomas 
Paine, EXAUDI’s founder James Weeks has created a promenade 
performance for amateur singers that will be performed on the stairs 

and foyer areas of City Halls. 

James weeks  
radical road      

World Premiere 

members of the Glasgow Chamber Choir  
music director Michael Bawtree 

members of Glasgow university Chapel Choir
Chorus master James Grossmith

18.30
Foyer and recital room, City Halls

saraH kenCHinGtOn  

A second performance of Sarah Kenchington’s installation  
with Daniel Padden.

Day 3
SUNDay 11 May CONCERTS  

19.00 
Grand Hall, City Halls

OrCHestral COnCert 2 
with the BBC scottish symphony Orchestra  

and eXaudi  

Music from two British composers, James Clapperton9 and Michael 
Finnissy10, opens the second orchestral concert including a new 
version of Clapperton’s Tomnaverie based on a melody by Aboyne 
fiddler Paul Anderson, and EXAUDI perform a new version of 
Finnissy ’s Favourite Poets .  Berlin-based American composer 
Catherine Lamb’s11 Expand and Saturate, parts of a larger work, are 
given their world premiere and there’s a new BBC Commission 
from the Austrian composer and performer Klaus Lang12, renowned  
for his musical explorations of acoustic spaces and the concept  

of time.   

James Clapperton 
tomnaverie     

World Premiere of a revised version 

michael Finnissy  
Offshore

michael Finnissy 
Favourite Poets*  

World Premiere of a revised version  

interval

Catherine lamb  
portions transparent/opaque:

portion one: expand  
portion two: saturate  

World Premiere

klaus lang 
new work    

BBC Commission, World Premiere  

eXaudi*
ilan Volkov conductor 

BBC scottish symphony Orchestra

c.20.50
Grand Hall

takeHisa kOsuGi   

Brought to global attention by members of the Fluxus movement 
in the 1960s, Takehisa Kosugi had long been experimenting and 
improvising with instruments in his native Japan. A member of the 
legendary Japanese band the Taj Mahal Travellers and particularly 
associated with the works of John Cage and Merce Cunningham, 
he is now an established figure of the avant-garde, his sound 

installations having been presented around the world.

c.21.30
Old Fruitmarket 

ClOsinG COnCert 
richard youngs: ‘Past Fragments of  

distant Confrontation’.   
World Premiere

This new work, conceived specifically for the Old Fruitmarket 
and inspired by the 1980s punk sub-genre D-beat, will literally 
place the audience at the heart of the performance. Ilan Volkov 
conducts from the centre of the venue with the audience grouped 
around him as, from the Old Fruitmarket balcony, the BBC SSO 
perform Richard Youngs’s first ever orchestral work, with the 
composer himself on electric guitar. In his own words, the work 
“fuses D-beat, D.I.Y. experimentation and a naive approach to 

classical form.” An unmissable close to Tectonics 2014.

richard youngs electric guitar
ilan Volkov conductor 

BBC scottish symphony Orchestra

9 10 11 12
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ilan Volkov conductor 
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COnneCtinG witH  
teCtOniCs GlasGOw
Join in the conversation and find out more about the festival with 
our social media sites:
@tectonicsglas
facebook.com/tectonicsglasgow

BBC ssO bbc.co.uk/bbcsso
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